Compliance Innovations
& AppHQ
Discover Ease

Compliance is proud to offer our AppHQ, an eDiscovery marketplace where clients can select any tools in the Compliance
arsenal, on a case-by-case basis, and add them to their base environment as needed. The AppHQ has many third-party
software applications, such as NexLP, H5’s Matter Analytics, Heretik contract analysis software, X1 Enterprise Collect, and
of course, our Compliance Innovations – customized technology and integrations developed specifically to enhance your
experience within the Relativity platform. Compliance Innovations allow for a streamlined eDiscovery process and provide
enhanced document review, insight, and accessibility unlike any other platform. Compliance is dedicated to creating the tools
and functionality needed to help you master your eDiscovery process.

Compliance Innovations include:
CI Login: Comprehensive and customizable Single Sign-On

and Multi-Factor Authentication platform utilizing Okta that
enables client administrators to tailor their advanced security
settings and gives clients a white-labeled landing page.

CI Access: High-speed, high-volume data transfers using

Aspera, along with Citrix access to Remote Desktop for use
of the Relativity Desktop Client.

CI Support: Communicate with our helpdesk, project

management, and techs directly without ever having to
leave the DaaS platform.

CI Archive: Archive and restore workspaces with just
a few clicks.

CI Admin: Manage and create Relativity users, groups,

CI Translate: Remove the language barrier with this

CI Processing: Upload and process data directly from

CI Processing Pro: Automate Nuix processing and

CI Click: Single-Click Multi-Select coding shortcut tool to

CI Discussion: Manage team and case communications

CI Insight: Audit and monitor client data metrics directly

CI Media: Transcribe, translate, and redact media files,

matters, workspaces, and audits.

your desktop with a single “drag and drop” – a Relativity
Innovation Award Finalist!

avoid repetitive coding clicks.

from custom dashboards, with new enhancements using
Microsoft’s Power BI Business Analytics Tool.

CI Privilege: Generate standardized names and formats
for your privilege log.

integrated machine translation tool.

Relativity ECA workflow with the Rampiva automation
engine and Compliance’s proprietary workflows

directly in Relativity with built-in tracking, alerts, and
email notifications.

backed by the power of Veritone.

CI Redactions: Automate bulk redactions or redact
native excel spreadsheets with ease.

Discover More. Contact our Compliance Innovations
experts at DaaS@complianceds.com or 215.383.1781.
DISCLAIMER: Compliance is not a law firm, does not provide or offer legal advice, and shall not be deemed as engaged in the practice of law.

complianceds.com

